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Abstract 
VTVAP, the Volvo Truck Vibration Analysis Program, which runs on an IBM Mainframe and is written in 
APL, has been translated into a Matlab program, which can be used on a PC or a workstation. In this 
Matlab version of VTVAP, all the main algorithms of the APL program are included as well as some extra 
features. These extra features mainly consist of the possibilities to include frequency dependent stiffness 
and dampin and uncorrelated input signals. Just like the APL program, the Matlab rogram uses the SK 

calculations the 
program does. Calculations of transferfunctions (TFF:s) and power spectral densities PSD:s) of different 
kinds, optimization of arbitrary quantities and eigenvahe calculation can be performe . 
method to o i tain the linear system matrices. These system matrices are the basis of 
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1 Introduction 
Numerical simulation can be a cheap, fast and easy tool. Volvo Truck Corporation uses this tool among 
other things for dynamical analysis of trucks. A program used for that is VTVAP, Volvo Truck Vibration 
Analysis Program. It is written m APL and runs on an IBM Mainframe. In order to decrease costs and 
increase speed and ease, the program is translated into a Matlab version. This version can be used on a PC 
or workstation. The methods and theory used in the Matlab pro am are comparable to the ones used in 

extra features. The main extra features are frequency dependent stiffness and damping, uncorrelated input 
signals and an optimization environment for arameter studies. The new program is not a straight forward 

been programmed by use of Matlab statements. How the program works is explained in the following. First 
the main theories for the mathematical modelling; of the system are described. Then the methods that are 
used to build the equation system are presented and briefly explained. In the last section a user manual for 
the program is presented. The first part of this manual is about the global structure of the program and the 
working of the subroutines. The last part shows an example of a complete run for a simplified vehicle 
model. The commands that should be given are described, the listings of essential files are printed, the 
calculation steps the program makes, are explained and some illustrative results are given. 

the old program. The new program provides most of the possib' E 'ties of the old program together with some 

literal translation of the old program, instea a a direct implementation of the used theory and methods has 



2 Theory 
In this work, trucks are modelled as discrete multi body systems. Their dynamical behaviour can be 
described by use of basic theories. For instance the Lagrangian theory can easily provide with the equations 
of motion for these systems. Here a linear approach to the real behaviour is used to describe the motion of 
the system. Once the linearised equations of motion have been derived, the TFF are calculated. The road 
signals are used as inputs and the outputs are the signals in the degrees of freedom (dots) of the model. As 
an illustration, an example of this procedure is given for a simplified vehicle model. The model is shown in 
figure 2.1. 

zl 

ZO 1 iii c 2  f"' 

Figure 2.1 

2.1 Lagrange's equations: 

where: T = h e t i c  energy 
I/ =potential energy 
Q * =potential of nonconservative generalized forces 

* = generalized coordinates - 

For the regarded type of systems, these quantities can be expressed in matrix notation: 

T = - q  MMq' - 1 . * T  

2- 

Q' = - M D ~ '  

If we look at the simpliñed vehicle model now, and choose as generalized coordinates: 
- 
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- * = P i  2 2  z3 2 4  z o 1  z02I7, 

then the system matrices will be: 

lo o o o o o l  
M D =  

M F =  

- 
C 1 + C 2  o - c3  - c 3 a  -c1 o 

o c2+c4 - c4 c4b o - c2  

-c3  - c 4  c 3 + c 4  c 3 a - c 4 b  O O 

- c 3 a  c 4 b  c 3 a + c 4 b  c 3 a 2 + c 4 b 2  O O 

- C 1  O O O c1 0 

- O - c2  O O 0 c2 . 

- k 3 a  -k1  O r k l + k 2  0 - k3 
O k 2 + k 4  - k4 k4b O - k 2  

- k3 - k 4  k 3 + k 4  k 3 a - k 4 b  O O 

- k 3 a  k 4 b  k 3 a + k 4 b  k 3 a 2 + k 4 b 2  O O 

- k ,  O O O k ,  0 

O - k2 O O 0 k2 - 

= damping matrix 

The equations of motion can be written as: 

Assume now that: 
M M I I  O 

M M = [  o o ]  

I 
1 

M D I  I M D I 2  
M D 2 1  M D 2 2  
M F I I  M F 1 2  
M F 2 1  M F 2 2  

M D - j  

M F = [  

and 

The equation is rewritten in a different way, which can easily be solved 
M M I  I Q +  - M D I  I - i j +  M F I  I - q = - M D 1 2 @ , - M F 1 2 q  - -0 

where: 

go = [ zo :   inputs 
and the matrices are: 

q= [z1  2 2  2 3  z,]TdoI”:s 

=stiffness matrix 
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k l + k 2  O - k3 - k 3 a  [ - k 3  - k 4  k3 + k 4  k 3 a  - k 4 b  
O k2+k4 - k4 k4b 

M F 1 1 =  

- k 3 a  k 4 b  k 3 a +  k 4 b  k 3 a 2 +  k 4 b 2 -  

-c1 o 
M D 1 2 = [  I -f] 

For harmonic input: 
- / < u t  

90 = soe 

there will be a harmonic response: 
(r = q.eJwt 

Thus 4 - can be solved b y  

4 - = [ w ( i M D 1  I - w M M I  I ) + M F  I I I-' - [ - i w M D I  2 - M F  121 - y, 

- -  

22 Road spectra 
The input signals for the model are coming from the road. Actually their amplitudes depend directly on 
the road rou ess. A representative example of a frequency spectrum of the road roughness is drawn 
in outline in P gure 2.2. 
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This spectrum is a result of extensive measurements that have been made on real roads. The 
autospectrum of the amplitude of the road profile can be defined with the following formula: 

n a  
G , J f )  = ( y - a 4 0 (  f) 

In this formula: 
U =vehicle speed 
a = road waviness 
sz = mgdm spatid frequency 

= time frequency 
=road severity f 

40 

With this formula many road types can be specified by means of the parameters $I o and a .  Thus the 
behaviour of the model on any road type can be analysed by choosing appropriate values for the road 
parameters. 

2 3  Eigenvalue calculation 
Once the system matrices of a model are known, the eigenvalue problem can be defined. In general, the 
eigenvalues are the non-trivial solutions of the equations of free motion: 

[ h 2 M M I  I + h M D l I  + M F I  1 ] 4 = 0 ,  - -  
if as solution form was chosen: 

9 = ij,'' 
This system has only non-trivial solutions if the characteristic determinant is equal to zero. 
In the undamped case, 
M D 1  I =[O] 

this leads directly to a nth order algebraic equation in h2. The n roots hS of this equation are the 
eigenvdües. The positive sqiiiue ïûûts of these eigeïìvdiìes are the íìaturd fie ,,,;es. Fûr each 
eigenvalue, there exists an eigenvector which can be found from the non-triviz?i%iion of the equation: 

M F I  I - U i  = h ; M M i  i - I  u 

In the damped case, 
MDI I #[O] 
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a set of generalized velocities is introduced and the Lagrangian set of n second order ordinary 
differential equations are converted into an equivalent set of 2n first order ordinary differential 
equations: 
A g + B y = O  

in which 
- -  

The solution can be written as: 

2 = ye"' 

so that: 

The eigenvalue problem is  then defined as: 

1.. D I = - y  h- 

in which 

The eigenvalue problem can be rewritten as: 

a ' (h ) .?=  O - -  
where 

1 
h 

a i ( h )  = D- -I 

The eigenvalues are the non-trivial solution of this equation, which can be found by setting the 
characteristic determinant to zero: 

d e t [ a ' ( h ) ]  = O 

This leads to an algebraic equation of order 2n in a, the solution of which yields a set of 2n eigenvalues 
h I .  The eigenvectors are found as the non-îrivial solution of the equation after filling in the eigenvalues. 
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3 Methods 
In this section some methods that are used in the program are mentioned and briefly described. 

3.1 The SK method 
For the type of mechanical models that are used in the program, the SK method can be used to derive 
the equations of motion. The result of this procedure will be the same matrix equation as found with 
the Lagrangian theory. 
The SK method defines a so-called SK matrix which contains the linearised relations between the 
deformation of the springs (and dampers) and the displacements in the dots in the system. Thus, if a 
positive unit displacement in a dof leads to an equal extension in a certain spring, the appropriate SK 
eiement sboda have 1. To a-mL&&e ~ ~ s ,  SR xac~ for yeE& ma&xl is 

- 1 O l a  o o 
O - 1  1 - b  O O 

[Zi z2 2 3  z4 2 0 1  zo21  

(dots) (inputs) 

With this SK matrix, the stiffness matrix of the system can be found with the following formula: 
n 

MF = k , ( S K : * S K , )  
i= 1 

inwhick MF =System stiffness matrix 
= i:th spring stiffness k, 

n =Total number of springs 

i = Spring number 

S K i  =Row i in SK matrix 

As it is assumed that s rings and dampers always appear in pairs in this type of model, the structure of 
the damping matrix & be the same as the stiffness matrix and thus the damping matrix is found by: 

n 

M D =  c , ( S K : . S K , )  
i= 1 

inwhich M D  = System damping matrix 
= i:th damping ratio ci 

n =Total number of dampers 

i =Damper number 

S K ,  =Row i in SK matrix 

Also it is assumed that the mass matrix in this type of models is a diagonal matrix, so it can be build in 
the same way as the stiffness- and damping matrix, but by use of the so called SM matrix, which is an 
identity matrix of size total number of dofis. For the above shown model this results in: 

S M = / O  o 
O 0 1 0  

Lo o o 11 
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The mass matrix can then be calculated by: 

ndof 

M M , , =  m i ( S M T . S M i )  
i =  1 

inwhich M M , ,  

mi 

R d O f  

i 

S M i  

=System mass matrix concerning dof 

= kth inertia value 

=Total number of masses 
=Mass number 
=Row i in SM matrix 

Another main feature of the SK method is reduction. This can be looked at as replacing a s ring (or 

with one. This reduction can be handled in the SM- and SK matrices by use of the following formulas: 
damper) by a rigid, massless bar, that reduces the numbers of springs (and dampers) and cp of:s both 

S M r e d  i = S M +  

in which 
and 
Important for this procedure is that it should be done with the SK matrix without the columns 
representing the relations between the inputsignals and the springs/dampers. 

i refers to the reduction row (spring number of spring to be reduced) 
j refers to the reduction column (dof number of dof to be reduced). 

3.2 Linearisation 
As already appeared in the last paragraph, the program deals with linearised quantities. That is for the 
building of the SK matrix as well as for the transformation of the responses to outside the doEs. Further 
are al l  the springs and dam ers assumed to be linear. Because of this linearity of the system, the results 

loosing any generaliw. 
can be linearly extrapolate a if required, which gives the possibility to use unit input signals without 

33  Unit input 
In order to minimize the calculation efforts, the input signals are assumed to be unit signals. This means 
that the output signals directly represent the TFF, because: 
road input: unit signal: 

For the output signals can be written: 
q = 9 .  e'w' - -  
The TFF are defined as: 

which implies that they are directly found with the outputs. 
The output power s ectral density can be obtained by multi&4ng the autos ectrum of the road profile 
with the square of di) e absolute value of the TFF of the required output. In P ormula: 
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in which: 
G zou, ( f ) is the required output PSD 
H ( f ) is the appropriate TFF 
G ( f )is the autospectrum of the amplitude of the road profile 

Some examples of formula’s for calculation of these output PSD:s are given in section 4.2.1, in the 
description of function CALCSPEC. 
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4 The Program 
In this section the algorithms in the program are described and a survey of their possibilities is given. 
Where necessary, it is illustrated with the simplified vehicle model given in figure 2.1 in section 2. Also an 
example of a complete run for this model, illustrated with the listings of the essential files, is given. 

4.1 Input data 

The VTVAF' program can be used for linear dynamical analysis of discrete mechanical models. The 
regarded model should be defined by the user in an input file or the necessary variables should exist in 
the Matlab workspace. Physical model data like coordinates, masses and spring stiffnesses, are defined 
in the function INPDAT. The SK and SM matrices are defined in the funchon SKMAT. In the following 
it is described how the input data should be defined. The variables used to define the model are: 
ix vector with x coordinates 
12 vector with z coordinates 
k 
C 
m vector with inertia values 
f frequency vector 
inp 
ax 
V vehicle velocity 
la cablinkangle 
red 
All these variables can be defined directly b the user. For beam elements helpfunction PBAR can be 

vector or matrix with spring stiffnesses 
vector or matrix with damping ratios 

vector indicating which axles are regarded as inputs 
vector with x coordinates of axles 

matrix with spring- and dof numbers to be reduced 

used to calculate corresponding discrete st xn esses. See also: 

matrices thus is equ a f  to: number of frequency values by number of springs/ 1 ampers. 

>> help pbar 
If stiffness and/or damping is frequency dependent, both k and c should be matrices. Each collumn 
represents a certain s ring or damper and each row represents a certain fre uency. The size of these 

The input signals are also dehed in INPDAT by the variables: 
corr string indicating if inputs are correlated or not 
fi0 road severity 
alpha waviness 
An example of an INPDAT file is given in section 4.3. The call for the function should be: 
[lx,lz,la,red,m,k,c,corr,inp,ax,f,v,fiO,alpha,id] = INPDAT 
Once this function has been called for, all the output arguments are available in the workspace. This 
makes editing of the variables very easy. If for instance a pure front axle input (inp = [l O]) has to be 
changed to two axle input and the inputs are changed from uncorrelated to correlated, the following 
two matlab commands accomplish these new settings. 
>> inp=[ï i] 
>> corr='y' 
The SK and SM matrices are filled straight forward by the user. If necessary helpfunction WHERE can 
be used to find the positions and values of the SK elements for frame attached springs. See also: 
>> help where 
This function however is not used in the simplified vehicle model as there is no flexible frame included. 
Function SKMAT for this model is listed in section 4.3, which illustrates how this function can be 
written. The values of the function's input arguments are provided by function INPDAT. SKMAT 
produces the SM and SK matrices as output arguments and puts them into the workspace. The call for 
the function is: 
[sm,sk] = SKMAT(lx,lz,la,m,k,inp); 

4.2 Main features of the program 
4.2.1 Calculation of the responses 
The basis for calculation of the responses is the calculation of the transferfunctions ( = TFF:s). This 
calculation is done in function MAIN, which needs some input data as input arguments and 



produces as output arguments a matrix with all the systems "FES and some information about the 
(reduced) s stem. These "FES represent the relations between the input signals and all the 

The function starts with reducing the system if required. Physically reduction can be illustrated by 
replacing a certain spring or damper by a rigid bar, by which one spring and corresponding parallel 
damper and one dof are eliminated. The user defines the numbers of these springsldampers and 
dofis to be reduced in matrix red in function INPDAT. With this information function MAZN is able 
to reduce the system properly by modifying the SM and SK matrices. Actually the reduction in 
itself is done in function REDUCE, which is called for by function MAIN. After that, the equation 
system is build by calculating the system matrices for the -eventually reduced- model by use of 
matrix dgebra: As the possibility of frequency dependent stiffness and damping is included in the 
~ r o g r m ,  the eqmtinn system is huild arid solved for each freauency if necessary. To solve the 
system the function uses the appropriate, by the user specified, input signals. As the inputs are unit 
sxgnals, the solution directly represents the TFE's. The function finally stores these TFF:s 
structured in matrix h; for each output (dof) one column in the correlated case and for each output 
and each input one column in the uncorrelated case. 
The matrix equation will be: 

nonreduce B degrees of freedom ( = dof) of the model. 

MDII MD21 ,DI,][ MD22 4, 4 ] + [MFII MF21 MF12][ MF22 Yo 2 ] = O  - 

in which 
M M 1 I , MDl I , MF I I , MDI 2, ... etc. are the system submatrices, build according to the SK 
method, and 

A j w t  Y o  = -0" 

in which Cy - ,is defined by the sort of input. 

If inputs are correlated and hp = [l 11, 

If inputs are uncorrelated and inp = [l 11 
1, = [i] and eo2 = [i] successively. 

If inputs are uncorrelated and inp = [O 11 

so that S - directly represents the TFF:s of the system. 

The equation system is solved by solving the matrix equation: 

hi=[w(iMDII -wMMZ1)+MF11]~'-[-iwMDZ2-MF12]~~,, 

for each input 6 o ,  in the uncorrelated case. 

This will lead to the matrix h- for each regarded d e ,  specified in vector inp. Once these TFF 

h contains the frequency vector in its fVst column and is an output argument of MAIN. Other 
ûiitp~t x g ì e u t s  are s h ,  the eve~tU2y r e d ~ ~ v c !  SK m2triq br a d  cr, the stLfkess zmd dmphg  
vectors of the eventually reduced model, and rof and rsd, vectors with the rank numbers of the dof 
and springs/dampers respectively, eventually after reduction. 
The call for the function should be: 
[h,skr,kr,cr,rof,rsd] = MAIN(sm,sk,red,k,c,m,corr,inp,f,v,ax) 

riiatïke~ iìj cd~dated, dey are stmed tû ea& û t k  i=  GE^ !=ge TFF m2k3 Y. T b  mzk3 
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Once the TFF are known, several responses can be calculated. This is done in function 
CALCSPEC. The re uired spectrum can be specified by text string resp and vectors pos, tran and 
inp in the call of theLCtion: 
[out] = CALCSPEC(resp,pos,tran,inp;h,con;v,fi0,alpha,s~,rof,rsd,cr) 
How the responses can be specified is shown in the following table: 

Response 
Transferfunctions: 
Magnitude 
Phase 
ZSE: 
Displacement 
Velocity 
Acceleration 
Deformation 
Spring force 
Damper force 
Tntal fnrce 

resp 

'tfmg' 
7tfph' 

'disp' 
w o 7  
'acce' 
'defo' 
'sfor' 

'tfor' 
WOT~ 

dof nrs. 

dof nrs. 
dof nrs. 
dof nrs. 
Sid nrs. 
Sid nrs. 
Sid nrs. 
Sfd nrs. 

Itran 
transformation vector 
~ - f ~ ~ ~ & i ~ n y  T/&or 

transformation vector 
transformation vector 
transformation vector 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 

tran defines a transformation vector, if transformation of a result to outside a dof is  required. The 
result is calculated by a linear combination of the elements of tran and the responses in pos: 

result = 1 tran(j>.response(pos(j>> 
The other arbitrary inputargument is inp. Vector inp specifies the regarded axles for the res onse 

input data. 
The output of this function is thus the spectrum of a certain quantity, s ecified by resp. The 

displacement, velocity and acceleration are calculated in the following way: 
PSD of the input signal: 

I 

calculation for the uncorrelated case. inp can only define axles which have been defined in t K e 

cdcdation of t.he magnitude and phase of the TFF is rather obvious. T Ih e output PSD of 

G , J f >  = (5)'-=4b( ;)= 
The output PSD can then be calculated by: 
For the displacement: 

G , ( f ) =  I H 1 2 G z , ( f >  

For the acceleration: 

Finally, the deformation- and force spectra are calculated in the following way: 
Deformation: 

H d e , = H - S K R T  

\ubi& represmts &e T W  of the defo-rm&ion of the springs a d  dampers, The output PSD of the 
deformation can then be calculated by: 

" d e f  = i h rde f i2G, , ( J j  

Forces: 
For the force spectra holds 
Spring force PSD: 

12 



Damper force PSD: 

Concerning the output of this function, 2 remarks can be made. First is that the output is presented 
in-a matrix, which contains the frequency vecîior in iîs fksî w:uIiiii and &s ïeqi-ed spxt ïa  k :he 
other coiumns. Second is that m the uncorreiaied case, the presented spectï-m is ths sim ûf tlìe 
spectra of each input. 
From these spectra the RMS values can be calculated. This is done with function CALCRMS: 

in which out is the spectrum calculated in CALCSPEC. The RMS value is calculated as an 
approximation to the following definition: 

1111s = CALCRMS(0ut) 

R M S  -i [ I G d f ] '  

in which G is any of the above mentioned output PSD:s. 
One remark can be made about this calculation, for i€ the fre uency range contains the zero 

some spectra this spectrum value goes to "finity, which would lead to an infinite RMS value. 
frequency, this spectrum value is skipped in the calculation o 9 its RMS value. This is because for 

The relations between the functions in this response calculation environment are given in figure 4.1. 
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i Ve hic I e q-p!= Inpdat 

Transf Skmat Where r-----l= u 

Edited by 
the user 

E 
Execution 
commands 

Figure 4.1 

466 Optimization Routines 
The Matlab Optimization Toolbox offers a number of optimization routines to minimize (or 
maximize) functions. Rh4S values of particular quantities of interest can thus be minimized with 
respect to certain parameters by expressing the RMS values as a function of these parameters. An 
Iwtr&ion of such zn optimization 1s given in section 4.3, where the RMS value of the output PSD 
of the acceleration in the cab is minimized with respect to the damping ratios of the front and rear 

Another illustration of how this optimization environment has to be programmed, is given in the 
flowchart of the environment in figure 4.2. 

dnmprrs. 
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b 
û p t r m s  

.cx 
- 

Fminu 

d 
1 

optimum 

_r 

Inpdat 

Skmat Where 

Main Reddof ttI-i-l Redsdc 

‘ I  I !  

4-----l Calcspec 

Calcrrns u 
Figure 4.2 

4.23 EigenvaluelEigenvector calculation 
To calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a model, the homogeneous equations of motion 
have to be solved. Both the damped and the undamped eigenvalues give information about the free 
motion of the system. 
Both the damped and undamped eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be calculated with the function 
CALCEIG 
[vec,vai] = CALCEIG(sm,sk,m,k,c,red,f’,damped,freq) 
damped is a string, ’y’ or ‘d, indicating if the damped or undamped eigenvalues have to be 
calculated. freq is an optional scalar which defines a certain frequency value from the frequency 
vector f, in which the eigenvalue problem of a frequency dependent system is solved. If the system 
is frequency independent, freq is not specified. 
The function builds the system submatrices from the input data in its input arguments, so that the 
input data has to be known in the workspace when the function is called. This can be accomplished 
by calling the scripefiie MODEL, which calls for the hcîions INTEAT arid SKIVUT. When the 
system submatrices are calculated, the eigenvalue problem can be noted as: 
a . x = h - x  

in which x represents the eigenvectors and h the eigenvalues. 
In the damped case: 
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a=[ O 
- MFI I - ’ .  M M I  I - MFI I - ’ .  M D ~ I  

and in the undamped case: 

a = [ M F  1 1 -’ * MM I I ]  

The relations between the functions are illustrated in figure 4.3. 

Eigenvalues 
t i genvec  tors 

Figure 4.3 

4 3  Example 
To illustrate a complete run of the program, the subsequent files and functions needed €or the 
simplified vehicle model (see figwe 2.1) are printed and briefly discussed. 
Input: 
The model data, stored in function INPDAT, is Written into the workspace when function INPDAT is 
called 
[lx,lz,la,red m,k,c,corr,inp,ax,f,v,fiO,alpha,id] = INPDAT 
How the functionfile INPDAT.M looks like for the simple model is shown in the following listing: 
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Inpdat.m 
function [ Ix, lz, la, red,m, k , c, corr, inp, ax, f , v,f io,. . . 
alpha , id]=inpdat 
% Inputdataf i le 
% Vertical model 
% Number of degrees of freedom: 4 
% Number of springs and.dampers: 4 
% Number of axles Jpossible inputsi: 2 
% **************** *************** *************** 

% First create system data arrays: 
lx=zeros(l,3); 
lz=[]; 
k=zeros[l , 4) 
c=zeros i,4 f 
m=zeros(l 4). 
% ***** Wheelbase ***** 

% 
% matrix red, and numbers o f  dof ' s to be 
% reduced in its second column. ***** 

% *g*g*[liformation about the input si nals ***** 
% taken into account as inputs (inp(i)=l or O ) :  

% the axles: 
ax=[6] ; 
% Vehicle velocity (m/s): 
v=20 ; 
% Spectral density at omega O: 
f i0=5e-6; 
% factor alpha in road spectrum formula: 

% Define Boolean array iqdicating whic 1 axles are 
% ing=P e ine l1* Coordinate array with x-distances between 

is correlated or 

en 

To avoid the rather extensive call for this function, script files containing the c d  can be written. An 
example of such a script file is VEH1CLE.M in the response calculation environment and in the 
eigenvalue calculation environment. 
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vehic1e.m 

% Subroutine calling for the input data function and 
% writing these into the workspace. 
[ lx, l z  , la, red,m, k , c, corr , inp , ax, f , v, f i0 , alpha, id]=inpdat ; 
end 

The call for the input data is now simply done by calling for the script file: 
>> vehicle 
As &G mo&; daîa now is bowu & woïbpace, 2 be eGed by ;h;iall& 

>> corr='n' 
commands. For exampie: 

changes the input from correlated to uncorrelated. 
In the above mentioned example of the input function, stiffness and damping are both frequency 
independent. How the stiffness and damping matrices should be defined in the frequency dependent 
case can be illustrated with the followin Matlab commands. The stiffness and damping matrices 

damping are given their original values again after this operation. 
First save the actual values of the stiffness and damping vectors: 

calculated here, will not be used in any fur ther calculation in this manual and thus stiffness and 

>> ksave=k 
>> csave=c 
Now define the stiffnesses and damping ratios as functions of the frequency, for example: 
>> k=[sin(f) cos(f) ones(length(f),l) f]*le6 
>> c=ones( length(f) ,l)*c 
Now both k and c are matrices containing a stiffness or damper value for each spring or damper and 
for each frequency. In fact the damping matrix c here is defined as frequency independent, as it has the 
same value as the constant damping vector for each fre uency. In case of frequen 

The reason for this is that the TFF calculation program only either stiffness or damping checks on 
frequency dependency and then both interprets as either frequency dependent or constant. 
As further calculations in this manual will be done on the frequency independent system, k and c are 
given their original values back again: 

dependency of 
either stiffness or damping however, both have to be de ill ed as a length(f) by num T er of springs matrix. 

>> k=ksave 
>> c=csave 
Function SE;MAT can now be called. All its input arguments are in the workspace; 
[sm,sk] = SKMAT(lx,lz,la,m,k,inp) 
The listing of the function file SKM4T.M is given below: 
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skmat.m 

function [sm,sk]=skmat( lx, lz, la,m,k,inp) 

% Definition of SM- and SK matrix 
% First define size of SM and SK matrix. 

sm=eye ( 1 ength (m) ) ; 
sk=zeros( length(k) , length(m)+length( inp)) ; 

1 %  Now f i 7 1  a i l  non-zero elements of  Si( matrix. 
% Frontsuspension ..................... 
sk(l,[l 5])=[1 -11; 
sk(3,[1 3 4])=[-1 1 l~(Z)-l~(l)]; 

sk(2,[2 6])=[1 -11; 
sk(4,[2 3 4])=[-1 1 1~(2)-1~(3)]; 

% Rearsuspension ..................... 

This function returns the SM and SK matrices and writes them into the workspace. When these two 
functions have been called, the model is defined and calculations on it can be done. 
- 1 Calculation of responses 
To be able to calculate any response, the TFF have to be known. These are calculated in function 
MAIN. The TFF calculated are adapted to the users requirements, specified in the input data (two 
axles uncorrelated input, O to i5 Hz frequency range, etc., according to the above mentioned input 
data). The call for the function is: 
[h,skr,kr9cr,rof,rsd] = MAIN(sm,sk,red,k,c,m,corr,inp,f,v,ax) 
The Calculated TFF are collected in TFF matrix h. Matrix h contains the frequency vector in its first 
column and the TFI? for each output, and in the uncorrelated case also for each input, in the following 
columns. Beside h, MAIN returns some other variables which contain information about the -eventually 
reduced- model. 
Again, the rather extensive call for this function can be done by simply calling for a script file which 
runs the function. An example of such a script file is TRANSF in the calculation environment: 

transf.m 
~~ 

% SubroutiKstarZng upthe input d a G  and calling for 
% the functions that build and solve the system. 

[sm,sk]=skmat( lx, lz, la,m,k, inp); 
[ h , skr , kr, cr , rof ,rsd]=main( sm, sk ,red, k , c,m, corr , inp ,f , v ,ax) ; 
end 

The script file is called by  
>> transf 
Once the TFF are known, the responses can be calculated. This is done in function CALCSPEC. The 
required response is specified in its input arguments. If for example the out ut PSD for the 
acceleration atrove &e fioiii d e  is reqtiiïed, ‘ ~ ; e  c a  for the fimctio:: shmd’be: 
[out] = CALCSPEC(‘acce’,[3 4],[1 lx(2)] ,[i i] ,h,corr,v,fiO,alpha,skr,rof,rsd,kr,cr) 
A matrix with the frequency vector in the first column and the output PSD of the acceleration in the 
cab as a function of the frequency in the second column is re urned b the function. This response is 
calculated by a linear combination of the responses of the 3‘6 and 
response in more than one dof is required, one column for each dof is returned. 

dof. If the (untransformed) 
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If the R M S  value of the response would be required, this could be calculated with function CALCRhaS. 
To calculate for instance the RMS value of the above mentioned output PSD of the acceleration in the 
cab, the output matrix out of function CALCSPEC can directly be used as input for CALCRMS. The 
call for the function would be: 

If matrix out would contain more than one column with responses, rms would be a vector with the 
RMS values for each response as elements. 
These two functions can be called with script file OUTPUT: 

rms = CALCRMS(0ut) 

0utput.m 

Y Prvyram fn r  pnstpcessing Qf the resll!ts nf the 
% main program. 
% Select output with function calcspec. 
resp='acce'; 
pos=[3 41; 
tran=[i 1x(2)]; 
inp=[i i]; 
out=calcspec(resp, pos , tran , inp , h, corr, v , f io, alpha , skr I .. . 
rof , rsd, kr , cr); 
rms=ca 1 crms (out) ; 

end 

This script file is called by: 

The result of this total operation is the RMS value of the output PSD of the acceleration above the 
front axle, which has the value: 

>> output 

rms= 

O. 9907 
- 2 Optimization routines 
To start the optimization calculation, it is not necess 
input data are created within the function GOAL its2This function calculates a certain function value 
for certain parameter values, which are imported by GOALS' input argument. The optimization routine, 
which is invoked by scri t file OPTRMS, calls for and minimizes the function GOAL with respect to the 

Cont axle should be minimized by finding the optimum damping ratios for dampers 3 and 4. Script file 
0PTRMS.M should then be: 

that the input data are in the workspace. The 

parameters. For examp P e, consider that the RMS value of the output PSD of the acceleration above the 
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% M-file invoking the optimization routine. 
% First give a starting guess for the optimization parameters. 
% Scale these starting values with themselves, which results 
% in a unit vector. Give the actual start values in function 
% goal to the parameters to be optimized to and multiply those 
% with x. 
x=[l 11; 

% Start tne unconstrained minimization routine fminu: 
options( l)=l ; 
opt ions (2)=le-2; 
options(3)=le-2; 
[x options]=fminu( 'goal I ,x,options); 
end 

OPTRMS gives a starting guess for the parameters, which should always be scaled to a unit, and calls 
for the optimization routine, here the unconstrained minimbation routine FMINU. This optimization 
routine calls for and d e s  the function GOAL. The listing is given below: 

goa1.m 

function g=goa 1 (x) 
% GOAL(x) calculates a certain goalfunction for a 
% given parameter set x. 

% Call for the input data: 
E lx i 1 z 1 a o red pmi k c i corr inp ax, f , v , f i8 , alpha id]=inpdat g 

% Define the parameters which have to be 
% by giving them their scaling values mu 
% in order of the automatic scaling: 
c( 3)=x( l)*ie4; 
c(4)=x(Z)*le4; 

optimized to, 
tiplied with x 

% Now build and solve the system with these parameter values: 
[~m,~k]=~kmat(lx,l~,la,rn,k, inp); 
[h, skr , kr , cr ,rof ,rsd]=main( sm,sk , red, k , c,m,corr , inp, f , v , ax) ; 
% Specify the output which has to be optimized and 
% calculate its RMS values: 
resp='acce'; 
pOs=[3 41; 
tran=[i 1x(2)]; 
in =[i i]; 
[Y! =cal cspec(resp , pos , tran , inp , h I corr I v ,f i8 , alpha I skr , . . . 
rof , rsd I kr , cr) ; 
rms=ca 1 crms (y) ; 
g=rms ; 

The Îunction INPDAT should be cded inside the function GOAL in order to avoid a long input 
argument list for GOAL. Ail the input data is now known inside the function. With this input data the 
function calculates a certain function value. This value is send to the optimization routine, which 
changes the parameters such that the function value will be lower. These new parameter values are 
send to function GOAL, which calculates the function value once more and sends that to the 
optimization routine again. This loop is repeated until the minimum function value is found. One 
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remark can be made about the parameter values, which are scaled with the actual, hysical value of the 
starting guess. The “back-scaling’’ takes place in the function GOAL, which needs tfe unscaled values of 
the parameters to calculate the function value. 
To start the optimization program, script file OPTRMS has to be called 
>> optrms 
If the optimization program would be run as shown here, the optimum ( =minimum for function 
GOAL) would be found after 17 iterations for the parameter values: 
>> x 

[ 3.4845 1.68801 
- 3 Eigenvalue/Eigenvector calculation 
For the calculation of the eigenvalues, the input data is needed in the workspace. This can be 
accomplished by calling for script file VEHICLE.M, which calls for function INPDAT. Then, script file 
E1GEN.M can be called, which runs the function SKMAT and calls for function CALCEIG that 
calculates the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The call for the function CALCEIG is: 
[vec,vai] = CALCEIG(sm,sk,m,k,c,red,f,’y’) 
In the call for the function the user has to choose between calculation of damped or undamped 
eigenvalues by setting variable damped to ’y’ or ’n’ respectively. The function returns a matrix vec with 
the eigenvectors in its columns and a vector val containing the corresponding eigenvalues. The 
eigenvectors are normed such that the lar est element is equal to one. The eigenvalues represent the 

frequency dependent stiffness and damping this variable defines a certain frequency from the frequency 
range, in which the eigenvalue calculation is done. If freq is not given in the in ut argument list or if it 

also what should be done in case of constant stiffness and damping. 
To run the complete eigenvalue calculation, the calls for the two above mentioned script files are 
sufficient: 

modal frequencies [Hz]. One remark can % e made about the optional input argument freq. In case of 

has value O, the first frequency of the range is taken as frequency value to do t 1 e calculation in. This is 

>> vehicle 
>> eigen 
The listing of WH1CLE.M is aiready printed in the description of the calculation environment. The 
listing of E1GEN.M is: 

eigen.m 

% Call for the SK and SM matrices and calculate the 
eigenvalues: 
[sm,sk]=skmat( l x ,  lz,  la,m,k, inp); 
[vec val ]=calceig( sm, sk , m, k , c ,red , f , I n I 1 ; 
end 

The result is a matrix vec with eigenvectors in its columns and a vector val with -undamped- eigenvalues 
of the system: 
>> val 

val= 

1.0421 
I. 2329 
9.5190 
9.3201 
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Graphical ostprocessing of the results can easil be done with the suitable Matlab functions. An 

Here the PSD:s of the accelerations above the front and rear axle of the standard simplined vehicle 
model are compared with these PSD:s for the same vehicle with optimimum front and rear damping 
ratios. These damping ratios have been calculated with the optimization routine and they minimize the 
RMS value of the acceleration PSD above the front axle. The listing of the file is given below. 

example o P graphical postprocessing of results o P different runs is given in script file COMPARFLM. 

c0mpare.m 

% Script file to store and compare results of different runs. 
% Also an example of how the results can be postprocessed 
% is given. 

veh i c 1 e ; 
transf ; 
% Calculate responses: acceleration over front axle 
resp='acce'; 
pos=[3 41; 
tran=[i 1x(2)]; 
inp=[í i]; 
outl=cal cspec( resp , pos , tran , inp , h , corr , v , f i0 , al pha , skr , . . . 
rof , rsd, kr , cr) ; 
% Acceleration over rear axle: 
tran=[ i lx( 2) - lx( 3)] ; 
out2=calcspec(resp, pos, tran, inp, h, corr , v ,  f iO,alpha, skr , .. . 
rof , rsd, kr , cr); 
% Collect responses in collect matrix: 

% Change parameters: front and rear damping; take optimum 
% values found with the optimization routine for minimal 
% RMS value of the acceleration above the front axle. 
c (3) =3.4845*1e4; 
c(4)=1.6880*1e4; 
% Recalculate with new parameter values: 
transf; 
% Calculate responses: acceleration over front axle 
tran=[l 1x(2)]; 
outl=cal cspec( resp , pos , tran , inp , h , corr , v , f i0 , alpha , skr , . . . 
rof , rsd, kr , cr); 
% Acceleration over rear axle: 
tran=[i Ix(Z)-lx(3)]; 
outZ=cal cspec( resp I pos , tran , inp , h, corr , v , f i0 , alpha , skr I . . . 
rof , rsd , kr , cr) ; 
% Collect responses in collect matrix: 
coll=[coll outl(: (2) out2(:,2)]; 
% Compare the results of the two runs: 
clg; 
subplot(l2l),semilogy(f,[coll(:,l),coll(: ,3)]); 
title( 'acceleration above front axle'); 
xlabel('f [Hz] 

0 Ca!! fnr the input data and !IL!!.!d and S ^ ! W  the system: 

coll=[outl(:,2) out2(:,2)]; 

- 1st run - - 2nd run' ) ,ylabel( 'PSD' ) ; 
I subpiot (122) , semi iogy(f , [col i ( : , 2 j , col i ( : ,4 j 1 )  ; 
title( 'acceleration above rear axle'); 
xlabel('f [Hz] - 1st run - -  2nd run'),ylabel('PSD'); 
end 
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The file is called by: 
>> compare 
The result is a plot of two graphs, as printed in figwe 4.4. 
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